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Set offer - NÜOBELL Dumbbells 2-20kg Classic with stand
and Body Solid Universal Bench GFID31  

 

Set offer NÜOBELL dumbbells 2-20kg
with stand and Body Solid universal bench
GFID31 - NÜOBELL 220 Classic - the
flexible dumbbell with the revolutionary
twist for selecting all-in-one weights. The
NÜOBELL 220 is adjustable from 2-20kg
in 2kg increments. The NÜOBELL 220 is
one of the most space-saving and user-
friendly dumbbell variants currently
available. The NÜOBELL 220 offers quick
weight adjustment with a simple turn of the
handle. With an immediately available
weight of up to 20kg, the NÜOBELL 220 is
perfect for strength, conditioning and
endurance training. Body Solid -
universal bench for flat, incline and
negative bench presses, 90° shoulder
presses and dumbbell training. Thanks to
the negative function, this bench is also
suitable for sit-ups and abdominal
crunches. Specially designed with a
shortened base frame to fit perfectly into
all Smith machines, power racks and multi-
press racks. Allows proper form and
positioning for incline and shoulder press
exercises in all racks. Improved design
provides quick, easy, solid and safe
6-position ladder-style back pad
adjustment.

 CHF 1'049.00  
      

      

Each individual NÜOBELL dumbbell offers the possibility to train in weight increments of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 16, 18, 20 kg - the weight is selected by simply turning the handle.

This is made possible by a patented locking mechanism that can only be adjusted when the barbell is in
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the base station. This ensures that the dumbbell can only be removed from the base station when the
selected weight has been precisely set and locked in place. The patented locking mechanism ensures
that the weight plates are always set precisely and locked securely.

Each weight plate is coated with a thermoplastic material to protect floors from scratches and
prevent annoying rattling noises.
patented locking system enables the easiest and quickest weight changes by simply turning the
handle
Dumbbell design starts at 2kg and is the most compact adjustable dumbbell system currently
available
weights are marked on both sides of the handle for easy reference
32mm diameter dumbbell handle for a comfortable and secure grip during training
Aluminum base station
Handle made of CNC-clean aluminum
Handle diameter: 3.2 cm
Handle length: 10.5cm
Dimensions: L39.5 x W18 x H18.5cm
Option: Stand
Scope of delivery: 1 pair of dumbbells 2-20kg with 2 base stations
Color: silver/black (classic version)
Warranty: 2 years for home use

NÜO dumb bell stand for NÜOBELL

Scope of delivery 1 stand
Space for 1 pair of NÜOBELL220 OR NÜOBELL232
Dumbbells not included in the scope of delivery
Made of powder-coated steel
Dimensions: L74 x W57 x H61cm
Weight approx. 15kg

Body Solid Universal Bench GFID31 - the eight-position seat pad adjustment allows users of all sizes
to perform sit-ups with bent knees and abs with proper lower back support and hip flexor alignment.
Includes T-bar leg support attachment and thick, rich DuraFirm™ padding. With wheels for easy mobility.
Over 300kg capacity.

Robust, sturdy frame construction
Adjustable T-bar leg support attachment included
extra strong, high-quality DuraFirm seat and back upholstery, tear-resistant with double stitching
easily adjustable seat (8-way)
Easily adjustable backrest (6 positions)
length of the backrest cushion 80 cm
with transport castors for easy relocation
Bicep pad and leg section optionally available

Use: Home to light commercial use, payload: approx. 250kg
Device dimensions: L150 x W68 x H56/128cm (upholstery dimensions: back upholstery L80 x W24.5 x
D6cm / seat upholstery L13 x W24.5 x D6cm), weight 32kg
Accessories: leg holder
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Options: Bicep pad, leg section for leg extension/bending exercise
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)

Target price for set: CHF 1'167.--
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